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Full Hydraulic Shear
Machine function system with sliding (back and forth) movement by means of roller cylinder in 
order to avoid friction, steel frame is welded entirely in order to create the strongest and exact 
cutting function of vehicle is adjusted by PLC control system; however, adjustment of shears 
and holders are hydraulic, the movement of measuring tool backward at the time of cutting a 

sheet in order to avoid friction between the sheet and the measuring tool.
 18month warranty and 10 years after sell services.
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Press Brake 
Machine tools need to be adjusted by 2 cylinders and the ram is also curbed in a low friction fiber 
back and forth tool, Controlling system is PLC and bending steel sheets is done by electronic 
rulers precisely, steel frame is welded entirly in order to increase the tolerance under pressure.

18month warranty and 10 years after sell services.
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Full Hydraulic Shear
Machine function system with sliding (back and forth) movement by means of roller cylinder in 
order to avoid friction, steel frame is welded entirely in order to create the strongest and exact 
cutting function of vehicle is adjusted by PLC control system; however, adjustment of shears 
and holders are hydraulic, the movement of measuring tool backward at the time of cutting a 
sheet in order to avoid friction between the sheet and the measuring tool.
18month warranty and 10 years after sell services.
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Hydraulic Shear
Orient arm functional system 

Steel frame is welded entirely, holder system is hydraulic, 
mechanical adjustment of blades and electronic backward measuring.

18month warranty and 10 years after sell services.
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Automatic Bending
This system is organized hydraulic completely with high speed in stirring steel sheets that 
can handle speed if necessary. Blades of steel machine is VCN200 that can be curved up to 
120 degrees.
18month warranty and 10 years after sell services.
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Electro Mechanic Shear
The machine has mechanical function, it contains electro gearbox with magnetic brakes and 
four edge as well as the ability of cutting, solid and steady steel sheets, it also has got a fixed 

and standard cutting angle with adjusting shears.
18month warranty and 10 years after sell services.
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Semi Automatic Bending
The machine has mechanical function
18month warranty and 10 years after sell services.
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Punching Machine
Punching machine hoc, hydraulic system performance and versatile tools in drilling.

18month warranty and 10 years after sell services.
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۰۲۱-۳۳۳۸۵۲۷۲ :

www.dayyani-co.com   info@dayyani-co.com   dayyanimachinery@gmail.com

No 81, Third Alley, Next Filling Station, Below the Azadegan Highway, 
Fadaian-e-Eslam Avenue, Tehran, Iran

Tel: +98 21 3374 19 81 , 33 39 03 03 , 33 39 03 04
Fax: +98 21 33 38 52 72
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